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Abstract— Conventionally wireless controlled robots use RF 

circuits which have the drawback of limited working range, 

use of GSM can overcome this limitation. This paper 

describes a smart surveillance robot designed for defense 

security system with sensors, microcomputer, and GSM for 

wireless transmission. The movement of the robot will be 

controlled by wirelessly transmitting commands via 

microcontroller. There is the detection of human through PIR 

sensor and use of multiple sensors for high protection. Other 

sensors installed are for metal and object detection. The robot 

can transmit real-time video in with a camera in a wireless 

fashion with night vision capabilities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Here we design a simple prototype of a war field spying 

robot which can be controlled remotely and the video 

transmitted by the camera can be monitored and analyzed on 

a television. 

This system consists of two sections war field 

section and the control room section. The former section 

consists of passive IR motion detector usually designed to 

provide an indication to an alarm panel in response to 

detecting IR that is indicative of motion of the object. 

In practice, it is usually an electro-mechanical 

machine which is guided by computer or laptop, mobile or 

electronic programming and is thus able to do tasks on its 

own. Wireless controlled robots use RF circuits which have 

drawbacks of limited working range, frequency range, and 

limited control. Spy robot can capture audio and video 

information from the surroundings and can be sending to a 

remote station through RF signal [1].The control of robot 

involves three distinct phases: perception, processing, and 

action. Generally, the preceptors are sensors mounted on the 

robot, processing is done by the onboard microcontroller or 

processor, and the task is performed using motors or with 

some other actuators [2].When the user controls by remote 

controller, the spy robot will move to desired destination 

and spy images around the robot in this project. This robot is 

not quite a huge one and designed to be easy transportation. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Design and Implementation of Remote Operated Spy 

Robot Control System  

In this paper Wireless controlled robots use RF circuits 

which have drawbacks of limited working range, frequency 

range, and limited control. Spy robot can capture audio and 

video information from the surroundings and can be sending 

to a remote station through RF signal. 

The drawback seen in RF circuits is been removed 

by use of GSM which have a very wide range that is being 

implemented in our robotic movement. 

B. Smart Spy Robot 

The project is designed to develop a robotic vehicle using 

Bluetooth. It has a camera in synchronization with the turret 

which can rotate left and right. It is used to detect an object 

that is located at some distance with a night vision camera.   

By this way instead of risking the life of a soldier 

for everything we can avoid few situations where an activity 

can be performed without a real soldier. Remote controlled 

robot had a problem in their range limitation and also they 

were very expensive in term of security and use. 

Inspired from this paper we have added the robot 

for real time live streaming of video through use of a night 

vision camera. 

C. Human Detection Robot using PIR Sensors 

Human Detection Robot is a robot that can detect the 

presence of a human; it sends the signal from the transmitter 

side to the receiver side and notifies it to the user by 

continuous buzz. The robot can move in all direction to 

increase the space of detection. The robot is automated to 

move in left, right, forward and backward directions based 

on the obstacles it encounters. 

From this paper the human detection with the use 

of PIR sensors added to our robot with the help of 

microcontroller  other detection circuits such as metal and 

object detection are also added as for the application in the 

warfield. 

III. ROBOTS ELECTRONIC MODULE 

 
Fig. 1: Control Room 

 
Fig. 2: Remote Monitoring Area 
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A. DTMF Decoder 

DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency) better known as touch-

tone is a system of signal tones used in telecommunication. 

Applications include voice mail, help desks, telephone 

banking, etc. There are twelve DTMF signals, each of which 

are made up of two tones from the following selection: 697 

Hz, 770 Hz, 852 Hz, 941 Hz, 1209 Hz, 1336 Hz, and 1477 

Hz. The tones are divide into two groups (low and high), 

and each DTMF signal uses one from each group. This 

prevents many harmonics from being misinterpreted as a 

part of signal. 

B. Microcontroller 

The ATMEL AT89 series is an intel 8051-compatible 

family of 8-bit microcontrollers manufactured by the Atmel 

Corporation. Based on the intel 8051 core, the AT89 series 

remains very popular as general purpose microcontrollers, 

due to their industry standard instruction set, and low unit 

cost. This allows a great amount of legacy code to be reused 

without modification in new application. While considerably 

less powerful than the newer AT90 series of AVR RISC 

microcontrollers, new product development has continued 

with the AT89 series for the aforementioned advantages. 

The field parameters are monitored by this microcontroller 

chip with the help of user written program and generates 

alert message for LCD display. and fault code for remote 

monitoring end transmission. The microcontroller chip has 

input port for getting fault condition of field parameters and 

stop signal through RF receiver and output port for sending 

fault code to DTMF encoder and switching relay for 

isolating power line from mode. 

C. PIR Sensor 

PIR sensor stands for PASSIVEINFRA RED SENSOR. 

This sensor consists of Fresnel lens, infrared detector and 

supporting detection circuitry. The lens on the sensor 

focusses any infrared radiation present around it towards the 

infrared detector. Our body generates infrared heat as a 

result this gets picked up by the motion sensor. the sensor 

output has 5v signal for a period of 1min as soon as it 

detects the presence of a person.it offers a range of detection 

of about 6-7m, and it is highly sensitive when it detects a 

person its output of 5v signal to a raspberry pi through its 

GPIO pins. 

D. Metal Detection 

A metal detector is an electronic instrument which detects 

the presence of metal nearby.metal detectors are useful for 

finding metal inclusions hidden within objects,or metal 

objects buried underground. They often consists of a hand 

held unit with a sensor probe which can be swept over the 

ground or other object. If the sensor come near a piece of 

metal this is indicated by a changing tone in earphone, or a 

needle moving on an indicator. Usually the device gives 

indication of distance,the closer the metal is the higher the 

tone in the earphone or the higher the needle goes. Another 

common type are stationary “walk through” metal detectors 

used for security  screening at access points in prisons, 

courthouses and airport to detect concealed metal weapons 

on a person body. 

E. Object Detection 

IR which is a wavelength of light not visible to the human 

eye. These modules consists of a pair of receiver and 

transmitter IR leds. When an object gets infront of the IR 

sensor , the surface of the  object reflects a part of the IR 

light back to the receiver.  Thus, the receiver then outputs a 

LOW signal notifying that an object is infront of the sensor. 

These sensor are wired to the GPIO inpurt pins of the 

raspberry pi. 

 
Fig. 3: Object Detection 

The pi then using a python script check whether the 

GPIO pins connected to the IR sensor modules goes low. If 

it ddoes  go low, then it commands the DC motors to move 

in the reverse direction first and then turn. Moreover, this 

robot is initially activated when the push button on the 

breadboard, after which the raspberry pi commands the DC 

motors to move forward via the L293D driver volt. 

 
Fig. 4: Circuit Diagram 

F. DC Motor 

The principle of working of a DC motor is that “whenever a 

current carrying conductor is placed in a magnetic field, it 

experiences a mechanical force". The direction of this force 

is given by Fleming’s left hand rule and its magnitude is 

given by F = BIL. Where, B = magnetic flux density, I = 

current and L = length of the conductor within the magnetic 

field. 

G. Webcam 

 
Fig. 3: Webcam 
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Night vision camera with IR illuminators.  Wireless camera 

detects and scan all the common video frequencies, usually 

somewhere between 50MHZ and 30 GHZ, within a certain 

radius. It then allows the user to monitor what is being 

broadcast on those frequencies, if the signal is strong 

enough, the wireless camera detector usually display the 

images.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

By developing a cell phone operated robotic car, we have 

overcome drawback of the conventionally used RF circuits. 

This RCV includes advantages such as robust control, 

minimal interference and a large working range. The car 

requires four Commands for motion control. The remaining 

twelve controls are available to serve purposes dependent on 

the area of application of the RCV. 
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